
BACK CAN DESIGN
IMPRESSIVE

DESIGN AND
PERFORMANCE

These CM design loudspeakers have a sealed back can and bass 
reflex port which give a controlled sound performance in any kind 
of ceiling structure. The slim housing with minimal built-in depth 
has been tuned to optimise bass and midrange performance while 
maintaining sonic consistency. The matching Apart sound signature 
allows you to combine various models in the same area.  All models 
have a tool-free rotatable power selector on the front. The thin-edge 
grille and neodymium grille fixing magnets guarantee an easy, smooth 
and elegant integration in any kind of environment. With ease of 
installation, dynamic sound, pristine clarity and attractive aesthetics, 
these loudspeakers are the clear choice for installers seeking a reliable 
and affordable loudspeaker with high build and excellent sound quality.

Seismic safety tabs 
Two integrated seismic safety tabs allow you to 
install the loudspeaker according to the local safety 
regulations.

Grille with removable logo 
The grille design comes with an elegant and stylish 
integrated Apart logo. The Apart logo can be 
removed if required, without inflicting damage to the 
loudspeaker grille.

Handy euroblock connector 
Handy euroblock connector with permanent pass-
through. Allows easy daisy chaining of multiple 
loudspeakers.

Thin edge magnetic removable grille  
Very slim thin-edge grille for subtle design interior 
integration. Loudspeaker frame with neodymium 
grille fixing magnets for sturdy, stable and easy 
installation.

Ease-of-installation 
The loudspeaker is installed by two Apart loudspeaker 
clamps only, which speeds-up installation and reduces 
labour time. Grid tile rails are included in the box.
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NEW! NEW! NEW!

CM20DTS CM30DTD CM60DTD

model name woofer size tweeter size 70 volt power tappings 100 volt power tappings music power @ 16 ohms built-in depth diameter cutout grip range

CM20DTS 4.25" 1" 20 - 10 - 5 - 2.5 - 1.25 watts 20 - 10 - 5 - 2.5 watts 60 watts 84 mm 223 mm 193 mm 3 - 41 mm

CM30DTD 4.25" 1" 30 - 15 - 7.5 - 3.75 - 1.75 watts 30 - 15 - 7.5 - 3.75 watts 80 watts 131 mm 223 mm 193 mm 3 - 65 mm

CM60DTD 6.5" 1" 60 - 30 - 15 - 7.5 - 3.75 watts 60 - 30 - 15 - 7.5 watts 120 watts 157 mm 258 mm 232 mm 3 - 65 mm

GRID TILE RAILSCABLE MANAGEMENTBEHIND THE GRILLE

 Integrated tuned bass reflex port for optimised 
low frequency performance.

 Rotatable 70/100 volt power tapping or 16 ohm 
selector.

 Easy strain relief cable guidance from the side.

 Integrated break-out for a cable gland on the top.

 The grid tile rails guarantee a solid and hassle-free 
install. The tile rail spacers allow easy spacing and 
parallel positioning of the tile rails. The grid tile 
rails and spacers are included in the box.
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